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ABSTRACT Although the total number of ureteroscopy interventions during the past years has significantly
increased, current flexible ureteroscopy procedures still present some limitations to urologic surgeons.
However, nowadays different robotic systems have been developed in order to reduce those limitations.
Flexible ureteroscopy robots provide a technological alternative which combines the benefits that this type
of procedures offers to the patients, and solutions to the problems encountered from the surgeons perspective.
In this paper, a virtual reality training platform for robot-assisted flexible ureterorenoscopy interventions is
presented. A position based model for the virtual flexible endoscope is detailed and a standard user interface
for the training platform is designed. Moreover, a comparative analysis of the performance of the training
platform in different scenarios, including the navigation through a three-dimensional ureterorenal model,
is presented. The obtained results determine that the training platform presents different computational
rates depending on the complexity of the implemented environment and on the number of collisions and
constraints that have to be handled. Nevertheless, the virtual model is visually plausible, effective for
real-time user interaction and suitable for training.

INDEX TERMS Position based modelling, shape matching, flexible ureterorenoscopy, surgical simulation,
training environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of calculi in the urinary tract is known as urinary
lithiasis or urolithiasis. This urologic disease presents a high
morbidity rate in the world. One out of 11 individuals suffers
from kidney stones at some point in their lives, being the
prevalence of stones equal to 8.8% (10.6% formen and 7.1%
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for women) [1]. In addition, urolithiasis incidence in pediatric
patients has significantly increased in the last decades [2], [3].

Urologic guidelines state since more than one decade that
open stone surgery has to be considered only in exceptional
situations, usually associated with calculi complexity, fail-
ure of previous minimally invasive interventions and patient
anatomical abnormalities [4]. The renal and ureteral calculi
treatment recommendations included in the recent European
Association of Urology guidelines have changed towards
endourologic procedures, such as ureteroscopy (URS) and
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percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PNL), versus extracorporeal
shockwave lithotripsy (SWL) [5]. Likewise, global urolithia-
sis treatment trends have clearly changed in the same direc-
tion, according to [6], that considered data of URS, PNL,
SWL and open surgery interventions. The study also revealed
the important uptrend in the use of URS technique and its
promising future.

The incorporation of active tip deflection to passive flex-
ible ureteroscopes represented an important advance in the
exploration of the upper urinary tract by endourologic tech-
niques. The deflection mechanism of the current flexible
endoscopes includes one or two actively deflectable seg-
ments and a passive segment located proximal to the former.
Whereas the active deflection of the tip is controlled by the
surgeon with a mechanism on the handle of the endoscope,
the passive deflection refers to the bending of the passive
segment, which is more flexible than the rest of the endo-
scope, in contact with the urinary tract tissue [7]. The use
of flexible ureteroscopy (fURS) has experienced determining
improvements over the past years, including designmodifica-
tions, miniaturization of the distal tip and deflection increase,
along with new digital video technologies and intracorporeal
lithotripsy devices [8]. These ongoing advances have led to an
increase in the use of fURS and the expansion of its potential
indications. It has been proved to be a safe and effective
technique when performed with holmium laser lithotripsy in
the treatment of urinary calculi, presenting high stone-free
rate and low morbidity [9], [10].

However, although ureteroscopy techniques offer many
benefits from the patient perspective, they also present some
limitations to urologic surgeons. These surgical procedures
involve serious ergonomics problems, as the surgeon main-
tains a standing position during the whole intervention, hold-
ing the ureteroscope up and turning the head to look at the
endoscopy and fluoroscopy screens. This position leads to
musculoskeletal pains and joints stiffness [11], [12]. More-
over, the endourologic surgeon is exposed to important doses
of ionizing radiation from X-rays, used to acquire intraoper-
ative images.

Nowadays, the objective of flexible ureteroscopy robots is
to provide novel remotely controlled surgical systems, aiming
for combining both the benefits that these procedures present
for the patients and also solutions to the drawbacks they have
from the surgeons point of view. These robotic systems are
based on a robot for the endoscope manipulation located in
the patient site, which is teleoperated by the surgeon from a
control panel. This two-sites approach provides the urologic
specialists with a more ergonomic workspace, remote from
radiation sources.

A training environment that simulates a virtual real-
ity platform of robot-assisted fURS has been developed.
The objective of the implemented platform is to pro-
vide an effective training environment for urologic sur-
geons manipulating this type of robotic systems and to
reduce the learning curve associated to the robotic system
manipulation.

In a previous paper [13], the developed training platform,
its user interface and general performance in different scenar-
ios were presented and described. In this paper, the graphic
algorithm implemented for the flexible endoscope virtual
model is explained in detail in Section III. This algorithm is
founded on the position based dynamics approach [14] and
the shape matching method [15]. In Section IV, the results
of the study and the comparative analysis of its perfor-
mance in different scenarios are presented. These results
are discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusions drawn
from this research and future lines of work are discussed
in Section VI.

II. STATE OF THE ART
A. SURGICAL ROBOTS
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) involves surgical proce-
dures that aim to cause less damage to human tissue than
traditional open surgical techniques. It is performed through
small incisions or trocars, so its advantages over traditional
open surgery are numerous: shorter recovering periods, minor
postoperative complications, less scarring, shorter hospital
stays, reduced pain and lower morbidity rate [16].

Moreover, MIS indications are widely expanded in many
medical areas, like gynecology and urology [17], and it pro-
vides an effective and safe alternative to traditional open
surgery in different types of surgical interventions [18]–[20].
In addition, advances in surgical instrumentation, focused
on constant equipment miniaturization and refinement, have
contributed to reduce tissue damage during MIS procedures.

However, MIS also presents several drawbacks. The learn-
ing curve for most surgeons is longer when compared to open
surgery, and these procedures can also present longer oper-
ating time and higher equipment costs [21]. The occasional
possibility of conversion to an open procedure due to intra-
operative complications can occur during MIS interventions.
A loss of the visibility of the operative area, the tactile percep-
tion and the surgeon dexterity are also associated with MIS.
Moreover, ergonomics problems causing physical symptoms
on surgeons have been repeatedly reported [22], [23].

Robot-assisted surgery is also becoming an expanded tech-
nology [24], [25]. Computer-assisted manipulation offers
greater precision and can increase the surgeon dexterity dur-
ing minimally invasive procedures [21]. Some of them also
include haptic feedback, which intensifies enormously the
immersive experience of the surgeon in the actual interven-
tion. In addition, important ergonomic improvements from
the surgeons point of view are achieved with robotic surgery
systems when compared with traditional procedures [11],
[12], [26], [27]. The feasibility of robotic-assisted minimally
invasive procedures has been demonstrated in different types
of interventions [28]–[30].

Currently available surgical robotic systems for mini-
mally invasive procedures are performing interventions in
different clinical areas, such as laparoscopy, catheteriza-
tion and ureterorenoscopy. The Da Vinci surgical system
(Intuitive Surgical Inc, CA, USA) is composed by four
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computer-manipulated robotic arms to operate the patient
and a surgeon console provided with stereoscopic view, hand
controls and pedals, where the specialist remains seated
during the intervention. The robotic arms in the operative
site system replicate identically the movements performed
in the control console. It has been demonstrated to offer
advantages over traditional MIS interventions [31], [32]. The
TELELAP ALF-X surgical system (SOFAR S.p.A., ALF-X
Surgical Robotics Department, Milan, Italy) provides a new
robotic approach to minimally invasive procedures offering
haptic feedback to the surgeon. It comprises a remote con-
trol unit with 3D vision and an eye-tracking camera control
system. The patient site includes three or four manipulator
arms. In contrast to the Da Vinci surgical system, it is not
possible to use wristed instrumentation with the TELELAP
ALF-X system,which is extremely useful in complex surgical
interventions. Nevertheless, its feasibility and effectiveness
in different clinical procedures have been reported [33]–[35].
The RAVEN Surgical Robot (University of Washington, WA,
USA) is a robotic system for MIS procedures that provides
haptic interaction. It includes the patient site with two artic-
ulated manipulators, and the surgeon site composed of two
control devices and a video display from the operation field.
The patient site is based on a spherical mechanism that has
been optimized for the best kinematic performance of the sys-
tem in a very compact workspace. It has been used in several
telesurgical experiments, obtaining successful outcomes [36].
The robotic Percutaneous Access to the Kidney (PAKY)
device (The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, MD, USA)
is comprised of a radiolucent, sterilizable needle driver
located at the terminal end of a robot arm. The movement
of the needle is performed by a DC motor that is controlled
with a joystick. It has been proved to be an effective and safe
system in clinical interventions and in vitro experiments [37].
In addition, its accuracy and feasibility when combinedwith a
remote center of motion (RCM) device have been determined
in comparison to standard manual access [38]. The mag-
netic navigation system Niobe (Stereotaxis, MO, USA), for
catheter interventions, is based on two computer-controlled
permanent magnets that are located on opposite sides of the
patient. They generate an external magnetic field that can be
precisely manipulated in order to steer a small magnet in the
distal tip of the catheter. The insertion of the catheter is con-
trolled by a motor drive. Several clinical studies in patients
determined the effectiveness of this system [39], [40]. The
robotic catheter system Sensei X2 (Hansel Medical Inc, CA,
USA) includes the remote catheter manipulator, the Artisan
Extend Control Catheter and a remote surgeon console, with
screens and a three-dimensional master controller device.
The catheter tip replicates the movements performed on the
console controller. The catheter system allows force feed-
back to the surgeon when performing surgical procedures.
In addition, although this system was created for cardiac
applications, it was demonstrated that the Sensei system
is feasible for performing ureterorenoscopic interventions,
after undergoing the required software and configuration

modifications [41], [42]. Finally, the Avicenna Roboflex
(ELMED, Ankara, Turkey) is a robot specifically designed
for flexible ureteroscopy. It is composed of the surgeon con-
sole and the manipulator of the flexible endoscope. Two
joysticks and pedals, a wheel and a control monitor allow
manipulating the endoscope from the remote unit. Themanip-
ulator is composed of a motor system and a robotic armwhere
the endoscope is fixed. Moreover, a system in the robotic
arm allows the insertion of the laser fibre for the lithotripsy
procedure. It was reported to be a suitable and safe system in
clinical interventions [11], [43].

Although many robotic surgical systems have been
designed for MIS interventions, just a few of them are able
to work on flexible ureteroscopy [44].

B. SURGICAL SIMULATION IN FLEXIBLE URETEROSCOPY
The benefits of surgical simulation in medical train-
ing, including robot-assisted surgery, have been repeatedly
reported [45], [46]. Its advantages generally involve improve-
ments in the efficiency and skills of the surgeon, learning
curve reduction, improved educational experience, reduc-
tion in costs and easy access to different clinical scenarios.
In addition, virtual reality (VR) simulation is becoming more
widespread in medical applications. Several studies have
already established the usefulness of VR simulation as amean
to train MIS technical skills [47].

Simulation platforms for ureterorenoscopy training have
been previously developed [48], [49]. URO Mentor system
(Simbionix, Tel Aviv, Israel) provides a platform for the simu-
lation of rigid and flexible cystoscopic and ureterorenoscopic
procedures. This platform allows training calculi lithotripsy
and extraction, irrigation pressure control, contrast material
injection and performing biopsies in real time simulation
with realistic haptic feedback. It also provides anatomic and
non-anatomic practice exercises with different levels of dif-
ficulty in order to acquire basic skills. It is composed of a
personal computer and an operating table with a mannequin
and a monitor for displaying intraoperative images [48]. The
Scope Trainer (Mediskills Ltd., Edinburgh, United Kingdom)
allows the user to simulate standard endoscopic procedures,
such as flexible cytoscopy, rigid or flexible ureteroscopy or
intracorporeal lithotripsy. This platform consists of a uri-
nary tract model, including a distensible bladder, that can
be accessed through the ureteral orifice in order to per-
form an endoscopic examination as in a real intervention.
The Uro-Scopic Trainer (Limbs and Things, Bristol, United
Kingdom) consists of a male genitourinary tract model that
provides a training system for urethroscopy, cystoscopy, rigid
and flexible ureteroscopy, lithotripsy and stone retrieval [50].
Similarly, the Adult Ureteroscopy Trainer (Ideal Anatomic
Modelling, MI, USA) is a high-fidelity benchtop model of a
collecting system. It is composed of the kidney, renal pelvis
access, ureter and ureteral oriffice [51].

The surgical simulation platform presented in this paper
is focused on the medical training for robot-assisted flexi-
ble ureterorenoscopy. It aims to reduce the learning curve
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associated to robotic system manipulation in a wide range of
urolithiasis scenarios.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The main objective of the implemented platform is to provide
the urologists with a realistic and feasible environment for
training for robot-assisted flexible ureterorenoscopy. This
proposal will contribute to solve most of the ergonomic prob-
lems related to ureterorenoscopies that suffer the clinicians.
As the main objective, it will move the clinicians from being
in a stand up position with awkward head rotations and a lead
vest during hours, to be sitting in a control console away from
radiation. Therefore, the proposal follows a similar approach
to the Da Vinci, TELELAP ALF-X or RAVEN Surgical
Robots.

Diverse clinical cases can be simulated and presented to
the surgeon, including different calculi locations and mor-
phologies. The previous training aims to help them to acquire
the required skills for performing ureteroscopy interventions
with the robotic system and to reduce the learning curve.
This environment can be also used for the surgical plan-
ning of future fURS interventions. The training platform
presents a user interface identical to the one of the robotic
system, in which the motions of the flexible ureteroscope
are controlled remotely from the surgeon control panel and
performed in the patient site by the final actuator system.

The development of the training platform was divided in
two different phases: the design phase and the implemen-
tation phase. In the design phase, the requirements of the
platform were defined and a very simple virtual model of the
training environment was developed. This prototypewas used
to firstly evaluate the design of the final interface with spe-
cialists in ureterorenoscopy interventions. According to their
feedback, separation between motions in different devices
allows the surgeons to have a better control of the position of
the endoscope distal tip. The implementation phase took the
feedback provided by the surgeons as a starting point. In this
phase, two 3D mice are used as endoscope controllers (see
Figure 1). A 3D mouse is an electronic device that produces
six degrees of freedom position and orientation information.

FIGURE 1. 3D mice used as endoscope controllers. (1) rotational,
(2) insertion and (3) flexion motion.

The implemented flexible ureteroscope model has three
degrees of freedom that are controllable by the surgeon:
rotation, insertion and flexion. Rotation and insertionmotions
of the endoscope are manipulated with the left 3D mouse,
whereas flexion motion is controlled with the right one.
In addition, the developed training environment includes
the simulation of intracorporeal lithotripsy procedure, cal-
culi fragmentation monitoring and both intracorporeal views
from endoscopy and fluoroscopy. The laser activation for
lithotripsy is performed by pressing both side buttons of the
right 3D mouse simultaneously, so as to minimize uninten-
tional laser shots.

FIGURE 2. On the left, the continuous flexible endoscope model; on the
right, its discretization.

In order to simulate the flexible endoscope, the solid
model was discretized in a finite number of solid elements,
as depicted in Figure 2. Being N the total number of nodes,
each node is represented by the index i (i ∈ [0, . . . ,N − 1]).
The shape of the solid elements is spherical, defined by a
specific radius, in order to simplify the implementation of
the collision detection method. The flexible endoscope model
developed is founded on the position based approach [14]
and the shape matching method [15]. Vertical distance con-
straints, flexibility degree constraints and geometric con-
straints were established between the spherical nodes, as well
as external collision constraints.

The three-dimensional endoscope model is divided into
two sections which are modeled with different graphic algo-
rithms: deflectable tip and body. The deflectable tip is based
on the shape matching graphical approach. On the other side,
the position based dynamics algorithm was used to model
the performance of the endoscope body. The position of both
sections is determined by the user input control over rotation,
insertion and flexion levels, and also by the external collisions
with environment objects. Moreover, it is important to point
out that the positions of both sections are mutually dependent,
since they actually constitute a solid body.

The control by the user of the three degrees of freedom
of the endoscope impacts directly on the shape of the virtual
model. Flexion motion actuates the endoscope tip, whereas
endoscope insertion and rotation are performed from the
insertion orifice and affect the whole model. However, since
the rotation of the endoscope would only have a visual effect
on the deflectable tip due to the spherical geometry of the
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solid nodes, it has been considered that rotational motion only
actuates the endoscope tip for simplification.

A. INSERTION
As aforementioned, the simulation of the insertion move-
ment is performed from the insertion orifice, in which the
motion is originated and fromwhere it propagates through the
endoscope body. The position based dynamics method was
implemented to model the body section [14]. This graphic
approach is based on the modeling of virtual objects using
directly positions instead of velocities, in contrast to tradi-
tional simulation methods. This approach aims to achieve
stability and lower computational load with acceptable visual
results.

FIGURE 3. Section of the virtual endoscope body implemented: vertical
distance constraints and flexibility degree constraints between adjacent
nodes.

The algorithm consists of a solver iterator whose objective
is to compute the scene solution that satisfies all the con-
straints of the points composing the virtual object. In order
to fulfill this task, the constraints are repeatedly projected,
i.e. the corresponding points of this constraint are relocated
so as to satisfy the condition. The constraints that have been
set in the virtual endoscope model are vertical distance con-
straints and flexibility degree constraints between adjacent
nodes (see Figure 3), as well as external collision constraints.
However, collision constraints generation and response are
performed outside of the solver loop, as suggested in [14],
obtaining satisfactory results.

Let C(Ep) be an equality constraint function over the set
of nodes positions Ep =

[
EpT0 , . . . , Ep

T
n
]T , n ∈ [0,N − 1].

N is the total number of nodes that represent the virtual dis-
cretizedmodel. This equality constraint function is satisfied if
C(Ep) = 0. In order to satisfy the constraint function C(Ep),
a correction 1Ep that makes C(Ep + 1Ep) = 0 must be found.
This correction can be considered as the displacement of a
node trying to satisfy the constraint function. This correction
has to be in the direction of ∇EpC(Ep) in order to achieve linear
and angular momenta conservation if all the nodes have equal
masses. This equation can be expressed as

C(Ep+1Ep) ≈ C(Ep)+∇EpC(Ep) ·1Ep = 0 (1)

1Ep is calculated as

1Ep = λ∇EpC(Ep) (2)

where λ is a scalar. By substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1, λ is
calculated. Substituting it back into Eq. 2, the correction
vector is obtained:

1Ep = −
C(Ep)∣∣∇EpC(Ep)∣∣2∇EpC(Ep) (3)

The correction vector 1Ep i for each node i involved
in C(Ep) is

1Ep i = −s∇Ep iC(Ep) (4)

where s = C(Ep)∑
h

∣∣∣∇Ep hC(Ep)∣∣∣2 is the same for all nodes involved

in C(Ep).
If nodes with different massesmi are considered, Eq. 2 can

be expressed as

1Ep i = λ wi∇Ep iC(Ep) (5)

with wi = 1/mi and the correction vector 1Ep i for each
node i is

1Ep i = −s wi∇Ep iC(Ep) = −
C(Ep)∑

h wh
∣∣∇Ep hC(Ep)∣∣2wi∇Ep iC(Ep)

(6)

For every time step of the simulation, a fixed set of con-
straint functions is established. It is comprised by vertical
distance constraints CDj(Ep j) (j ∈ [NT − 1, . . . ,NB − 2]) and
flexibility degree constraints CF k (Ep k ) (k ∈ [NT − 1, . . . ,
NB− 3]), being NB the number of nodes composing the body
and NT the number of nodes composing the deflectable tip
of the endoscope virtual model. Moreover, a special degree
constraint for the joint between the endoscope body and
tip was set, CJ (Ep J ) (Ep J =

[
EpNT−2, EpNT−1, EpNT

]
). At each

time step, the corrections of nodes positions involved in each
constraint function (1Ep ji, 1Ep

k
i and 1Ep Ji ) are calculated in

a solver iterator which tries to satisfy all the established
constraints.

The vertical distance constraint function is

CDj(Ep j)=CDj(Ep
j
i, Ep

j
i+1) = CDj(Ep j, Ep j+1)=

∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣−d (7)

being Ep j, j+1 = Ep j − Ep j+1 and d the distance between the
nodes with which the constraint is satisfied (see Figure 4).
The solver iterator projects the constraints from the insertion
point of the examined model to the endoscope tip inside
the model. It was considered that the nodes outside of the
examined model have infinite mass, since all of them have
a fixed position controlled by the surgeon.

The gradients with respect to the node positions involved
in the constraint are calculated as

∇Ep jCD
j(Ep j) =

Ep j − Ep j+1∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣ (8)

∇Ep j+1CD
j(Ep j) = −

Ep j − Ep j+1∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣ (9)
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FIGURE 4. Geometric representation of the vertical distance constraint.

The scaling factor for CDj(Ep j) is sDj =
|Ep j, j+1|−d
wj+wj+1

. Thus,
the correction vectors are

1Ep j = −
wj

wj + wj+1
(
∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣− d) Ep j, j+1∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣ (10)

1Ep j+1 = +
wj+1

wj + wj+1
(
∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣− d) Ep j, j+1∣∣Ep j, j+1∣∣ (11)

The flexibility degree constraint function is

CF k (Ep k ) = CF k (Ep ki , Ep
k
i+1, Ep

k
i+2) = CF k (Ep k , Ep k+1, Ep k+2)

= p��(Ep k, k+1, Ep k+1, k+2)− δ (12)

being Ep k, k+1 = Ep k − Ep k+1 and Ep k+1, k+2 = Ep k+1 − Ep k+2
(see Figure 5). δ represents the angle between the vectors with
which the constraint is satisfied.

FIGURE 5. Geometric representation of the flexibility degree constraint.

This constraint function can be expressed as

CF k (Ep k , Ep k+1, Ep k+2) = Ep k, k+1 · Ep k+1, k+2
−
∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣ ∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣ cos δ (13)

where the operator (·) represents the dot product of both
vectors. As considered in the vertical distance constraint,
the solver iterator projects the constraints from the insertion
point to the endoscope tip. Moreover, the nodes outside of
the examined model are considered to have infinite mass.
The gradients with respect to the node positions involved
in the constraint are calculated as

∇Ep kCF
k (Ep k ) = Ep k+1, k+2 − Ep k, k+1

∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣ cos δ

(14)

FIGURE 6. Geometric representation of the junction constraint.

∇Ep k+1CF
k (Ep k ) = Ep k − 2Ep k+1 + Ep k+2

+ Ep k, k+1

∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣ cos δ

− Ep k+1, k+2

∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣ cos δ (15)

∇Ep k+2CF
k (Ep k ) = −Ep k, k+1 + Ep k+1, k+2

∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣ cos δ
(16)

The scaling factor for CF k (Ep k ) is denoted by

sF k =
Ep k, k+1 · Ep k+1, k+2 −

∣∣Ep k, k+1∣∣ ∣∣Ep k+1, k+2∣∣ cos δ
L

(17)

where

L = wk
∣∣∣∇Ep kCF k (Ep k )∣∣∣2 + wk+1 ∣∣∣∇Ep k+1CF k (Ep k )∣∣∣2

+wk+2
∣∣∣∇Ep k+2CF k (Ep k )∣∣∣2 (18)

Thus, the correction vectors are

1Ep k = −sF k wk∇Ep kCF
k (Ep k ) (19)

1Ep k+1 = −sF k wk+1∇Ep k+1CF
k (Ep k ) (20)

1Ep k+2 = −sF k wk+2∇Ep k+2CF
k (Ep k ) (21)

The special degree constraint function for the joint between
the endoscope body and the deflectable tip is

CJ (Ep J ) = CJ (EpNT−2, EpNT−1, EpNT )

= p��(EpNT−2, NT−1 × EpNT−1, NT ,R1x)− 0◦ (22)

being EpNT−2, NT−1 = EpNT−2 − Ep NT−1 and EpNT−1, NT =
EpNT−1 − Ep NT . The operator (×) represents the cross product
of two vectors.

This constraint function can be expressed as

CJ (EpNT−2, EpNT−1, EpNT )

= (EpNT−2, NT−1 × EpNT−1, NT ) · R1x
= (EpNT−2, NT−1 × EpNT−1, NT ) · R1x
−
∣∣EpNT−2, NT−1∣∣ ∣∣EpNT−1, NT ∣∣ sin(δideal) (23)
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FIGURE 7. Simplified scheme followed for the flexion and rotation graphical computation.

where the operator (·) represents the dot product of both vec-
tors, and δideal is the angle between the corresponding vectors
in the ideal shape of the endoscope tip without colliding.
The geometric notion behind this constraint function is that
the angle between vectors EpNT−2, NT−1 and EpNT−1, NT has to
be the angle between the ideal nodes vectors, calculated in
the shape matching algorithm (see Section III-B). Moreover,
the vector resulting from the cross product between vectors
EpNT−2, NT−1 and EpNT−1, NT has to be parallel to the x axis
of the local reference frame of the so-called reference node
(i = NT − 1) (see Figure 6). The rotation of this local refer-
ence frame is represented by the rotation matrix R1 calculated
in the shape matching algorithm.

Analogously to the previous cases, the gradients with
respect to the node positions, ∇EpNT−2CJ (Ep

J ), ∇EpNT−1CJ (Ep
J )

and ∇EpNT CJ (Ep
J ), the scaling factor sJ and the correction

vectors, 1EpNT−2, 1EpNT−1 and 1EpNT , are calculated. In this
constraint case, the node in the endoscope tip (i = NT − 2)
is considered to have infinite mass so that the shape match-
ing algorithm remains unaltered. This junction constraint
between the endoscope body and the tip provides position
feedback from the tip to the body when a collision in the
deflectable tip occurs.

Once the projected positions Epi have been calculated,
the integration scheme implemented was the following

Evi =
Epi − Exi
1t

(24)

Exi = Epi (25)

where Evi is the velocity of the i-th node and Exi is the final
position of the i-th node after the current time step.

B. FLEXION AND ROTATION
Both flexion and rotation actuate the deflectable section of
the endoscope tip. The is modeled using a shape matching

algorithm [15]. At every time step, the tip nodes try to reach
previously computed goal positions Egi (i ∈ [0, . . . ,NT − 1],
being NT the number of nodes composing the deflectable
tip of the endoscope virtual model). The goal positions are
calculated as

Egi = R(Ex0i − Ex
0
cm)+ Excm (26)

where Ex0i are the nodes positions of the ideal shape tip, Ex
0
cm is

the center of mass of the ideal shape tip, Excm refers to the
center of mass of the actual shape, and R is a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix that has to be computed every time step.

In order to efficiently calculate the goal positions Egi at
every time step, the scheme depicted in Figure 7 is followed.
The so-called reference node (i = NT − 1) is considered to
have infinite mass and acts like a reference for locating the
remaining tip nodes, whose masses are finite. The position of
the reference node is previously determined by the position
based dynamics algorithm, since it is also considered as part
of the endoscope body. This method ensures that the tip will
always be attached to the flexible body. Thus, the center
of mass of the actual shape Excm can be considered as the
reference node position (Excm = ExNT−1). Likewise, the center
of mass of the ideal shape Ex0cm is the position of the ideal refer-
ence node (Ex0cm = Ex

0
NT−1

). The rotation matrix R1 represents
the local rotation of the reference node. The rotation matrix
R2 is computed when penetration of the deflectable tip into
external objects occurs.

In order to compute the rotation matrix R2, external colli-
sions of the endoscope tip with environment objects are taken
into account. When the tip penetrates an external object at
a time step, the developed algorithm recursively iterates to
find a final position where the tip nodes are located inside
the object surface, maintaining the endoscope tip shape. This
algorithm is based on a balanced binary search tree paradigm,
in order to reduce the number of iterations (see Figure 8).
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FIGURE 8. Simplified example of the implemented algorithm based on a binary search principle to compute
the rotation matrix R2, with a balanced binary tree of four levels.

The algorithm minimizes the distance between the penetrat-
ing tip position and the final tip position, preserving the initial
shape of the tip at the current time step.

The ideal nodes positions Ex0i are calculated by applying
forward kinematics of the flexible ureteroscope tip [52].
The model considers a discretized endoscope. The position
Ex0i (i ∈ [0, . . . ,NT − 2]) of the ideal node i can be
calculated as

Ex0i =

 Ex0ref .x
Ex0ref .y+ R(1− cos(α − iβ))
Ex0ref .z+ R sin(α − iβ)

 (27)

where β = α
NT−1

, R = L
α
, NT is the number of nodes

composing the virtual endoscope tip, α the flexion degree
(0 < α < 270), L the length of the distal tip and Ex0ref the
known position of the ideal reference node (Ex0ref = Ex

0
NT−1

).
The ideal nodes positions Ex0i are recomputed every time the

flexion degree of the endoscope tip (α) is reconfigured by the
user interaction.

Once the goal positions Egi have been calculated, the inte-
gration method implemented was the following modified
Euler scheme

Evi(t +1t) = Evi(t)+ γ
Egi(t)− Exi(t)

1t
(28)

Exi(t +1t) = Exi(t)+1tEvi(t +1t) (29)

where Evi is the velocity of the i-th node, Exi is the position of the
i-th node and γ is a parameter which simulates the stiffness
of the object (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1). The higher value of γ , the higher
stiffness the object presents.

C. SIMULATION ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The virtual system was developed using the C++ simulation
framework CHAI3D [53], an open-source and multiplatform

environment designed to integrate tactile and visual sensa-
tions in real time. It uses the OpenGL framework for 3D
graphic rendering. CHAI3D includes several libraries for
computer haptics, visualization and interactive real-time sim-
ulation, which make it a very useful platform for developing
the integration of the implemented virtual environment with
force feedback.

As shown in Figure 9, the basic architecture is composed
of two different periodic tasks: the computational loop and
the graphic rendering loop. The computational task has to
calculate, at every time step, the final positions of the nodes
of the virtual flexible ureteroscope and capture the user inter-
action inputs. The graphic rendering task has the objective of
updating the visual scene.

FIGURE 9. Basic architecture of the developed simulation program.

Both tasks are handled by two POSIX threads with differ-
ent priorities. The computational loop is assigned the highest
priority, because the execution of this task, which involves
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FIGURE 10. Performance of the simulated endoscope model in three different scenarios (from left to right: Scenario 1, 2 and 3, respectively).

user interaction, requires the highest possible frequency.
On the other side, the graphic rendering loop is assigned
a lower priority. The minimum frequency required for this
graphic update is 25 fps.

The collision detection method implemented provided by
the CHAI3D framework is based on an axis-aligned bound-
ing box hierarchy, in which virtual objects are wrapped in
boxes aligned with the global coordinate system axes. In this
approach, objects are organized creating a hierarchical tree
topology. That is, small objects are wrapped in different
bounding boxes and then in larger bounding volumes that
contain other wrapped objects. With this method, the com-
plexity of the detection algorithm may be reduced.

Regarding the collision response method, the force render-
ing approach ‘‘finger-proxy’’ of the CHAI3D framework was
applied to the implemented graphic algorithm [54]. This force
model is based on the idea of a virtual proxy that represents
the real cursor movements towards a goal. This virtual proxy
presents the same behaviour as a real pointer would have in
real life; while haptic exploration, it does not penetrate exter-
nal objects and lies on their surface during collisions. In free
space, both proxy and goal positions are the same. When
an external object avoids proxy direct motion to the goal,
the algorithm tries to reduce the distance between the two
points, moving the proxy along the object external surfaces
until it reaches a position with the lower distance to the goal
possible. Although the computational cost of this algorithm is
higher than other alternative methods, like the potential field
model, it solves some limitations like discontinuities in the
object surface or pop-through of thin objects. The use of this
complex force model may be beneficial in a future work for
the integration of haptic feedback in the training platform.

IV. TEST AND RESULTS
In order to test the performance of the simulated flexible
endoscope, different static tridimensional scenarios were cre-
ated. These scenarios were composed of pipeline shaped

FIGURE 11. Implemented virtual reality environment user interface,
including endoscopy (right) and fluoroscopy (left) screens.

objects with different configurations in which the endoscope
can be inserted and advance. Figure 10 shows the response of
the endoscope model implemented in three scenarios (Sce-
narios 1, 2 and 3) with non-anatomic appearance. Scenario 1
allows the system to test independent turns and Scenario 2
provides two concatenated turns. In both scenarios, only the
insertion movement will allow the ureterorenoscope tip to
reach the end of the pipeline, but colliding with the walls.
However, users should not collide with the walls using flexion
and rotation movements. Scenario 3 creates two clock-wise
turns in aU-shape figurewhich obliges to have a goodmaneu-
verability with the ureterorenoscope. In this case, a simple
insertion movement does not allow to reach the end of the
pipeline, and flexion and rotation movements are mandatory.
In the three scenarios, the training implies to reach the end of
the pipeline.

In addition, navigation through a three-dimensional
ureterorenal model was implemented (Scenario 4) for cre-
ating an accurate and realistic training platform. The 3D
model was previously acquired with a CT scan on a real
urinary tract. The developed training platform provides two
different views: the endoscope monitor displaying real time
intraoperative images and a remote view of the patient body
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equivalently to the fluoroscopic acquisition (see Figure 11).
The equivalent X-rays view is only updated when required
by the surgeon and allows the specialist to know the current
exact location of the endoscope. In this Scenario, the training
implies to reach the urinary calculi on the fluoroscopy screen
(see Figure 11-right).

Usability tests were performed with 10 clinicians who did
not have any previous contact with the training platform.
The objective of validating the simulation and the behavior
of the virtual ureterorenoscope was explained. They were
instructed about the movement of the 3D mouse and how
insertion, rotation and flexion were implemented. Two dif-
ferent flexion behaviors were tested: manual and automatic
flexion. In automatic flexion, the ureterorenoscope tip goes
back to the straight direction once the 3D mouse is released,
as a real ureterorenoscope behaves. In the manual flexion,
the ureterorenoscope tip keeps its position when the 3D
mouse is released, as it occurs with insertion and rotation.
Every surgeon tested the system siting in front of the screen
with the 3Dmice in between (see Figure 12). Objectives were
achieved by all clinicians in the time provided for the platform
testing.

FIGURE 12. Complete system, with the screen and the two 3D mice.

A. COMPUTATION TEST
The frequency of the computational loop was measured in
all experiments. The results obtained are presented in the
Table 1. The number of spherical nodes comprising the virtual
endoscope was 37.

As it can be seen in Table 1, the computational loop fre-
quency is higher than 3 kHz in 90.7 % of the cases and lower
than 1 kHz in 0.97 % of the cases.

TABLE 1. Comparison mean percentage of execution time running at the
different frequency ranges in Scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4.

B. USABILITY TEST
A test based on the Likert scale was conducted to check
the platform usability. Questions and anonymous answers,
together with the mean and standard deviation are provided
in Table 2. In general, the usability is very well scored:
4.40 for insertion, 4.70 for rotation and 4.10 for manual
flexion. However, automatic flexion was not so well scored,
3.00 in average. The reason for this score is that, despite being
the common behavior of a real ureterorenoscope, it is not
very intuitive compared to the other 2 degrees of freedom.
Moreover, clinicians stated that to keep the ureterorenoscope
tip in its place by maintaining the 3D mouse in a specific
position is not very common in any automated system. There-
fore, manual flexion is the option preferred by all clinicians.
Despite this punctualization, the platform as a whole is scored
in average with 4.6 about is usage and 4.40 for its utility
for robotic surgical training. Clinicians declared that the 3D
mousemaneuverability is very adequate for training the usage
of a robotic platform (4.40 out of 5.00 in average). Although
it would require a learning curve for real operations, they
emphasized that the 3D mouse is a very valid control device.
Moreover, they found it comfortable and its integration into
their clinical daily work would be favorable. Finally, they
also noted that it could be very suitable for other procedures
such as the treatment of tumors in the bladder or prostatic
hyperplasias.

V. DISCUSSION
Regarding the obtained outcomes, it was determined that
the most time-consuming task is the collision detection and
handling, that is executed when the virtual endoscope model
reaches a position in which the nodes are colliding with
a complex obstacle and the constraints are not satisfied.
Regarding the time intervals longer than 2 ms (frequencies
lower than 500 Hz), it could be observed that they do not
cause a detectable visual impact. Nevertheless, further studies
must be undertaken in order to determine if they can pose
a problem in the case that haptic feedback integration is
implemented in the training platform.

The performance of the algorithm in the four scenarios is
similar. However, lower frequencies are reached more often
in the fourth environment. This behavior is expected as the
geometry of the ureterorenal model is more complex than
that of the other environments, leading to a higher number
of collisions and constraints that have to be handled.
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TABLE 2. Validation results of the 10 clinicians who tested the platform. Responses are based on a Likert scale, where 1 means strongly disagree and
5 means strongly agree. Average and standard deviations are provided for all questions.

From the usability perspective, clinicians provided a very
good impression and usability of the platform. All 3D move-
ments sequences were very well accepted but the automatic
flexion. Therefore, it must be improved in future imple-
mentations. Moreover, the platform has confirmed that the
implementation of a real robotic systemwill solve most of the
ergonomic problems present in ureterorenoscope surgeries.
Clinicians will move from a standing position with awkward
head positions during hours, to be sitting in a control console
handling the tools from the 3D mice in good ergonomic
positions. Nonetheless, further tests must be performed with
an extensive number of clinicians and more real training
tasks, such as Scenario 4.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Flexible ureteroscopy robots provide a novel system that
allows the remote control of the flexible endoscope by the use
of robotics as an alternative to traditional ureterorenoscopy
interventions. The main objective of the implementation of
these robotic surgical systems is to meet the needs of both
patients and surgeons, offering a solution to the limitations
associated to the conventional fURS from the urologists point
of view.

In this paper, a virtual training platform for robot-assisted
ureterorenoscopy systems has been presented. It comprises
the same interface of the robotic system, including the endo-
scope controllers, endoscopic and fluoroscopic screens and
laser activation for lithotripsy procedures. First, the model
implemented for the virtual flexible endoscope was explained
in detail. After that, several experiments undertaken in order
to analyze its performance in different scenarios, includ-
ing the navigation through a three-dimensional ureterorenal
model, were proposed. The obtained results determine that
the training platform presents different computational rate
depending on the complexity of the implemented environ-
ment and on the number of collisions and constraints that
have to be handled. However, in this initial study it could be
observed that this does not have any detectable visual impact.

The developed virtual environment offers a suitable tool for
training urologic surgeons manipulating robotic systems in
flexible ureterorenoscopy interventions. Usability tests with

clinicians have increase the expectations of the virtual plat-
form and its associated robotic platform. Clinicians find the
proposal configuration with the two 3D mice and a screen
where to have the endoscopy and fluoroscopy images very
correct and comfortable. Moreover, it has been detected that
the console configuration of two 3D mice could be very
suitable for other surgery procedures.

Finally, future work is focused on the integration of the
training platform with a force feedback system, in order to
increase the immersion of the urologist in the actual surgical
intervention. Future studies have to be performed so as to
determine if the computational performance of the model
developed is suitable for the combination with haptic feed-
back. In addition, a clinical validation has to be undertaken in
order to determine the reduction of the learning curve of the
surgeons in this type of interventions. Moreover, the develop-
ment of dynamic environments may be appropriate to test the
implemented training platform in a more accurate scenario.
These realistic environments may include deformable tissue.
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